Arms Series
Rolls Along; Moch Speaks
Last night Caltech students and faculty heard Mr. Jules Moch speak on "Why Disarma-
mament Is Important to the Police." The lecture was the second in the Carnegie series on disarmament, and was held in Herrick Auditorium. Next week's lecture will de-
pend on the vote of the student body on the Wednesday night lecture in Cul-
berson. General Bernard A. Lewis, Chief of the United States Air Force Space Program next week, Thursday at 7 p.m. The lecture will be a supplement to the ushering of the Air Force Ball at the Armory next Saturday.

Master Key Decree
The Board of Control shall henceforth consider the possession of any unauthorized campus key a violation of the Honor System. The Board regards a certain degree of ambiguity which has characterized this problem up to now, but it is hoped that this ambiguity will no longer exist.

For reasons that have been outlined in the past, the very exist-
ence of unauthorized keys, particularly those keys, creates an extremely undesirable, even dangerous, situation on campus. The Institute and its staff, all too often forgotten partners in the Honor System, are put at a real disadvantage in the struggle to protect the privacy. Unauthorized keys cause increased insurance rates, decreased value of office space, and lost keys have been the cause of considerable difficulty for the Office of Housing and Residence Life.

If there is any legitimate need for a room or building key, an application for the key, signed by the head of the department concerned, has been made and will be in the possession of the Office of Housing and Residence Life.

Any student or person at present be in possession of such an unauth-
rorized key, it should be destroyed or given to a BOC member. In any case, it should not be left in a condition so that it could be used in the future. All cooperation is appreciated.

Student Center Set For May Construction

By CRAG BOLON

Construction of Winnest Center is making new student union building, will probably start in

about six months, and the building will be ready for use in about eight to nine months to com-

plete. This is the latest word from the Department of Building and Grounds. "The Winnest Center does not have the advantages of a new project, nor is it being built in the traditional style," Dean of Students H.W. Brown said. "The basic design and schedule of the buildings are predetermined because of the requirements of the new student union building. This means that we won't have a new center before the second term of next year.

Winnest Center was designed by Smith, Powell and Morigrand, architects for the new buildings. It will have three wings, and the main area in the center and its general appearance will harmonize

with that of the new student union building.

More effective use of concrete is obvious features that will make the building attractive to all majors of the student union building.

The new student union is expected to be in the current building program, Mr. P.G. Winnest. He has been ac-

tive on the Board of Trustees since 1939. He will for a full of the building, except the section occupied by the book-

store, which has agreed to finance its operation. The adopted plan provides for the estimated total cost of the struc-

ure, including landscaping, is approximately $500,000.

Bookstore, Student Body Offices
A major part of the first floor in the center of the building will be occupied by the bookstore and by a large student lounge.

The California Y.N.C.A. will move from its present temporary quar-
te to the second floor. This part of the building will be the offices of ASCET, the "Cal-

ifornia Student Consumer's Exchange," and the Radio Club. The remainder of the space with its medical facilities, will include several small meeting rooms and has not been definitely assigned.

This project represents the fulfillment of a long-standing (Continued on page 3)

Freshmen Parents Visit Campus Sat
For Talks, Tours

Over 200 parents of freshmen students who live on the Tech Campus this Saturday, October 22, to take part in the Eleventh Annual Parents' Program. The day's activities will include several speakers, a luncheon and tea, and a tour of the campus.

Parents Day was conceived 10 years ago to give the families of freshmen and transfer stu-
dents an introduction to Caltech student life. Purpose of the program, according to Dean of Freshmen, Mrs. Ethel F. King is to make parents of students real-
izes that they have a responsibility for the lives of the students, for personal development as well as for educational work assignments.

The day's activities will commence at 9:30 a.m. in Deane Lechner Hall, where the parents of each year will register and receive name-tags with their son's (or son's) sec-

tion number embossed proudly on it.

At 10:00, Dr. E. Bredal, acting Dean of Faculty, will be the meeting in 201 East Bridge where the tour to Hutterituck, Master of the Stud-

dents, House, as well as Dr. Peter Miller, director of the Registration and Admission Department, Dean Strong will be in attendance and give address to the group at this time.

The Resident Associates (too numerous to name) will also be on hand, along with several other professors and students. Late Teaching Assistants repre-

senting most of the sections. The formal program will conclude early so that parents will be able to talk with members of the faculty and students.

At 12:00 noon, Professor Hal-

tman Smith, chairman of the Under-

class Daytime Division, will preside at the luncheon at the Athena-

un. President Dalbrige will be law enforcement administrators.

At the conclusion of the luncheon, the parents will meet on the Athenaun Campus, to be con-
ducted on an interesting tour of the campus. Finally the guided tours will bring the groups back to the Athenaun, where the Cal-
tech Service League is holding a luncheon.

Students with visiting parents are urged to invite them to din-

ner which was arranged catered by "Callina Headwater" at 6:00 p.m. The new Sage Food Serv-

ces will be of interest to you for your per-
ience for them.

Skousen Speaks On Committees In Program

For those who were outraged, dark-hatted, or just interested by Dr. Linus Pauling's speech con-

cerning his freedom of speech, the Caltech Board of Directors' Committee on the subject of his talk at 7:30 Wednesday night will be Mr. W. Cleon Skousen, and the subject will be "The His-


tory and Function of the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee and the House Un-American Activities Committee." Mr. Skousen's extensive study of Communist began while he was serving with the National Bureau of Investigation during a period of 16 years. He was later asked to write a complete treatise on Communism while serving as a collector for the Federal Housing Authority from 1903 to 1956. Mr. Skousen has a professional career as a professor in a public administration as, and having served as Chief of Police in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Kubrin Assails BOD

Monday night's meeting of the ASCET Board of Directors was by far the most fateful in recent years. Many who attended the few spec-
tators it was also the most

humorous.

For three quarters of an hour the Board, under President Kubrin (Nickle, Lebovich, and Pritchard) ex-

changed quite a few sharp words with the BOD. Like the BOD. Some of the more enlightening quotations are appropositated here:

Kubrin: You can disre-

gard the result of our meeting last night, because we didn't have a legal election committee.

Flitcroft: The Board of Direc-

tors is incompetent.

Joula: (Voting against motion to strike the by-Laws from the record): I think it is incompe-

tent.

Richard: We have just pass-

ed a motion to strike Kubrin's comment from the minutes. I move that we strike all record of this motion from the minutes.

Bauer: You should have voted on page.
A Serious Problem

Several people have pointed out in the past couple of weeks a number of areas of campus life in which there seems to be an unusual discontent or disinterest this fall—new student camp, the Carnegie lecture effort, the discussion on the Pauley issues, to name a few. Putting them all together, however, it seems to us that the problem lies at a somewhat deeper and more fundamental level of the campus culture.

It seems apparent to us that very few people know much at all about how or why most of the decisions that shape their lives at Caltech are made or what type of people are making them. This lack of communication starts in the Student Houses. The greatest problems of the House to the membership and the reasons behind the programs it sets up? Or do they just get elected and then go off in little secret meetings and hand down decisions in line with the way they and a small group of close-in-group friends think the House ought to be?

How many people can explain the function of the IHC and how many of these people have enough information about its activities to tell you whether it is doing effectively whatever it is supposed to be doing? Does the IHC know what the students want it to do?

How many YMCA members know how the particular speakers that are invited to campus come to be invited? How great a chance do they have to do the inviting place or in what order to do the inviting place or in what order to select their own interests or needs and how much on their own personal interests?

After ASCIT elections, have the officers turned their backs on the student body? Have students turned their backs on the officers? How many people have any idea what the ASCIT president, or any given board member, is doing to represent the student interests? Do the board members have any idea what sort of interests and values would lie behind their actions and efforts to have represented? The same questions can be asked of the Board of Control, Escom, and EPC.

How many people know how the faculty reached its stand on the parking tunnels, if, how many faculty members understand the significance, to the students, of the penalty they have imposed for six violations?

How many faculty members know why most of their students have other interests which right now in their lives take equal precedence with learning science and in most cases more time?

We would like to suggest that everyone on campus, faculty and students alike, do a little soul searching and give an honest answer to the questions we have raised and the many more questions of the same nature we are sure you can contribute for yourselves.

If most of your answers turn out to be in the negative, as they do for us, perhaps we have a very serious problem in lack of communications. We hope the questions have suggested that the responsibility for this situation is spread pretty equally around campus. It should not be solely up to the membership to find out what the officers are doing, nor solely up to the students to find out what the faculty is doing. Holding open meetings and saying, if you are a faculty member or student officer, “Come talk to me any time” are not sufficient attempts to communicate either. These people complain that no one seems to care enough to come to them, but perhaps if no one knows that can be gained by doing so the “really care” attitude is not surprising. This attitude is contagious. It keeps you from meeting fresh, hearing General Taylor, and questioning the control of all college.

We suggest that we all take a little less time signing petitions to renumber amendments or change the name of the BOD and redirect our energy on thinking this more basic and potentially more constructive level.

Dubridge Backs BOC

To All Caltech Students

I wish to take this occasion to express appreciation to the Board of Control for having, in recognizing the possession of a campus grand master key and associated Body Code, I believe there is a sound and justifiable decision has been made to take a fine step in improving the col- laboration between the administrators and the student body in protecting Institute property.

As everyone knows, several master keys are essential in the proper functioning and safety of the Institute. The possession of personal property belonging to faculty, employees and stu- dents is kept in offices, laboratories, and student housing. It is in an area of great concern if it all these on the campuses are left unlocked, giving anyone free access to this property. An almost equivalent situation arises, however, when inside a dorm room a student’s private property is not protected from other students. I believe that with a master key — even though the student intends only to use the key for the dorm room (a number of occasions). The only way to give access to places that are locked, and the locking was intended to prevent such access, is a direct result.

The unauthorized entrance into private premises is in it- self indefensible, whether or not any harm is done or anything stolen. A faculty member, for example, has a right to as much privacy in his dorm room as in his own home without being forced to have a master key. The posses- sion of a grand master key in circulation, it is impossible to control whom you will obtain them and how they will be used. We have recently heard of cases of campus a hidden key-making machines, complete with blanks, let alone the various other keys on. Such keys have fallen into improper hands, resulting in the unauthorized and illegal use of property has occurred as a direct result.
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Chamber Music Begin's Again

The Caltech Chamber Music Series has announced the plans for its 11th season. This year there will be 10 concerts, each one featuring approximately every three weeks. All will be held on Sunday evenings at 8:15 in Dab- ley Lounge, and admission is free.

Chamber music is music written for intimate surroundings such as a drawing room or small hall. Dabney Lounge has nearly perf- ect acoustics for this type of music.

The groups of players are small; string quartets are a typi- cal example. The Caltech Chamber Music Series are professionals. Many come from the music studios in the L.A. area and work for minimum vacation wages in order to perform before a live audience.

Dr. Hunter Mead, chairman of the Faculty Committee on Mu- sical Activities, says that in general many more juniors, seniors and graduate students attend the concerts that fresh- men and sophomores.

The first concert, October 30, will feature Ciehanoff Strings.

Local Housewives Appalled By Dr. Pauling's Statements

Those interested in uncover- ing the true Communist menace may find the following operations illuminating. They are let- ters to the editor of the Pana- demic News, dated October 11 and 13.

Dr. Pauling is not a supporter of the National Defense, a stance which was noted by many of us. We understand that he has been under threat of possible imprisonment against our elected representa- tives, the Precision Science Fund. The views of the San Francisco riot seemed much closer to some of them as well. What do you think?

Mrs. Bredon, Pasadena

I am still in shock over the invasion of the Soviet Union and your newspaper, in which Dr. Pauling's speech of September 20 was reported. The article states, quoting Pauling, "I will not accept anything from any- one, not from politicians, not from the President, and not from the people."

"That meeting was one of the most obviously rigged by Commu- nists, sympathizers and fellow travellers that I have ever attended. In those three dispute points in the crowd there were loud-pretenders and clap- advocates who were certain that the crowd would laugh and clap at the appointed time."

If, after the vicious attack on our country made by Pauling, he is allowed to continue to teach the students of Caltech, I and many others who heard him, will be watching him closely to see what happens to that once great school.

"If you continue with your 'Perils of Pauling' stories, I hope you will reverse your point of view into the Communists' hands as you were reporting on Paul- ing. I was there and have seen your losing the thing you prize most — 'freedom of the press.' Or don't you care for some rea- son?"

S. L. Ito, Arcadia

Art Exhibition Held At Tech

The first in a series of art ex- hibitions to be held during this year’s academic year in Dabney Lounge opened Monday, October 17, and will continue through November 4.

Mrs. Jennifer Ross, exhibits coordinator for the Humanities Division, has arranged this showing of thirty Ganyade reproductions of old masters, French impressionists and con- temporary artists. These will be exhibited to the public Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Students attending the concerts also will be fresh- ened and sophomores.

The first concert, October 30, will feature Ciehanoff Strings.

R. Dulbeco Receives Grant

Dr. Renato Dulbeco, Caltech biology professor, was awarded a grant by the National Cancer Society last week to support a project to study tumor vaccin- ing. By understanding the immune mechanisms of tumor action in vivo, this research is anticipated to improve the therapeutic and preventive measures against the spread of tumors. The grant, Dr. Dulbeco’s grant, $13,929, was distributed among various institutions that have been working in this area. It is anticipated to be of great benefit to patients and the general public.

Other Tech faculty members included in the grants were Prof. C. C. Hanawalt, Ph.D., and Dr. H. Jacobson, M.D., who received $15,000 to establish fellowships for cancer research.
Demo Cry Of 'Lagging Economy' Blasted; Johnson Raked As 'Unfit'

BY TOM TISCIA

Last week, in a manner that was typically that of the Democratic Party — vociferous, irresponsible, and with a sound of a drum — the mood of the Democratic Party is now being characterized by the words of two Americans at higher wages and more take-home pay than ever before in our history. And today, they have more confidence in the stability of their money than they have enjoyed in three decades.

In order to fight back, the Democrats have come to say that we are "com- complete" in our need for American and foreign positions. Kennedy, himself, has maintained that Americans must go on a plan of self-sacrifice in order to send the country faster on its way. Yet in the same breath he backs the Democratic program which would slow down at "a faster" rate the well-being of the average citizen in the U.S., thus producing an inherent conflict in the "com- plementary argument."

What about the men who lead the party? The Democrats, in this year's election, nominated Kennedy, then turned up his nose at the idea of a pay cut in an effort to retrieve the southern ballot by picking Lyndon Johnson as their vice-presidential running mate. It is fact that Kennedy and Johnson do not get along as well as two men who are running for such important offices. Kennedy refused to actively support Kennedy in the past summer's Senate fight. Furthermore, he did not put himself squarely behind pro- civil rights legislation, and differ- ent from President Johnson on Democratic platforms on this is- sue. It is not right to put a man into a position-affecting position, such as the vice-president's post, unless he is fully committed to the policies set forth by the Constitution, Supreme Court, and Democratic Party. Democratic leadership is divided.

Nixon-Lodge on the other hand, are a team, devoted to working out the programs of the party for peace and prosperity, within the do- mestic and international frame- work.

Who are you going to Vote for: Nixon, who worked hard to end the social battle for compensation, or Johnson, a policy to the programs of the party for peace and prosperity, and within the do-

C A L I F O R N I A T E C H

Thursday, October 20, 1960

POLIO SHOTS

POLIO shots (first time and boosters) are strongly recommended at the Health Center. Boosters are available.

BRIDGE

There will be a Bridge tournament at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, October 2 in the Thropo Club. Flat- rates and prizes for the winners will be available.

FOREIGN CARS

The Caltech Foreign Car Club is sponsoring a 4:30 p.m. rally next Saturday at Tournament Park, South Pasadena.

Y MOVIE

The "Grapes of Wrath," John Steinbeck's novel of the plight of migrant workers during the Great Depression, is being presented as part of the YMCA film series on Tuesday evening and will be shown twice. The picture replaces "The Devil and Daniel Webster," which was originally scheduled.

Arms Series

(Continued from Page 1)

be the only way to end the small problems that occur and to create a feeling of national security and patriotism. Kennedy did not support Kennedy in the past summer's Senate fight. Furthermore, he did not put himself squarely behind pro- civil rights legislation, and differ-

The award this year is especially richly deserved, for the Sigma Phi Nolphi house is the very model of all a fraternity should be. It is, in fact, first of all, an attractive house physically. The outside walls are tastefully covered with stucco. Running along the upper story is a walkway's sidewalks, with a window stationed every three feet. Most of the chimneys are the Graf Zephyr. Indoors, the house gives an impression of simple, elegant charm. The living room is warm and comfortable, filled with a dash of verve provided by a coral pool three hundred feet long in diameter. A waterslide rises from the center of the pool to the top of the house.

Members' rooms are spacious and airy and are provided with beds which disappear into the wall—permanently. Each room also has a desk, a comfortable chair, a good reading lamp, and a chart for bookshelves. Kidney-shaped desks are avail- able for kidney-shaped members.

Perhaps the most fetching feature of the house is the packs of Maricotties stashed in boxes wherever one goes. If one wishes to settle back and enjoy a full-flavored smoke, one needs only to reach out one's hand in any direction and pick a pack of Maricoft — set pack or flip-top box and make one's self com- fortable with a filtered cigarette with an unfiltered taste—that triumph of the tobacconist's art, that panache of smoke, some of cigarettes, that employer of mine—Maricottes!

Hobnail Oxford

a fresh approach in shirtings...

The special weave of hobnail ox- ford accented the texture of fine fabric, ... the classic button-down is perfectly in- terpreted in the Suters B. D. Offered in six solids in non- sateen cottons as well as solid colors.

$3.50

cum laude collection

by ARROW

The door, the grace, the Marichows, all combine to make Sigma Phi Nolphi a real gem of a fraternity. But a fraternity is more than a house; it is also people. And it is in the people department that Sigma Phi Nolphi shines.

Sigma Phi Nolphi has among its members the biggest BMOs on the entire campus of the South Dakota College of Dentistry and Renaissance Art. There is, for instance, William Makepeace Siggott, charcoal and bun chairman of the annual Stamp Club outing. Then there is Don Breen, winner of last year's South Dakota State Monopoly Championship, 84 Pouched Class. Then there is Bob Scholtz, who can sleep standing up. Then there is Trenton Plavose, who can crack peas in his mouth. Then there is Ralph Tawpenser, who went bald at eight.

But why go on? You can see what a splendid bunch of chaps there is in Sigma Phi Nolphi, and when one sees them at the house in the out of the eyes the tall, happy with their tasks— some picking locks, some playing Beady-Sticker, all smiling Flavbay—she's heart fills up and one's eye grow misty, and one wonders how give three cheers and a hurray for Sigma Phi Nolphi, fraternity of the year!
Civic Symphony Presents
First Summer Concert

BY DAVID HILFMAN
On October 16, the Pasadena Civic Symphony presented the first in a series of Sunday afternoon concerts at the Memorial Auditorium, the Pasadena Junior League and the Young Music Association. This, as was quite evident from the youth-infested queues in front of the Auditorium, was a children's concert, albeit programs and rather well for this type of affair.

Dr. Richard Lert conducted the orchestra in Handel's Water Music, a musical form favored by the English. Dr. Lert's program, which includes Mase Missa, Kurd Well's original and the famous Young England, Tige Andrews, the original Strongman of 'Mack the Knife'.

The orchestra was led by the composer, who took the baton for the performance of Richard Strauss' Tone Poems of the Apollonides. This was, on the whole, quite good. There were several spots of weakkneck intonation on the part of Miss Griffin, and Miss Rapport told from time to time at times. (And also, apart from any attributes hinted at by the audience, the way which characterizes tentatively amateur examples of Tiche and Vivaldi. One point was, however, in my opinion disastrous, however, was an overabundant

Ninth Pig On Eight Teat Sow Starves

BY ROGER NOLL
Throughout history man has been faced with the problem of finding foods to feed the world. Man has still forage reducing in order to get enough to eat.

Whitworth glanced at his watch — it was 8:15 a.m. A pang of fear seized him as he knew the consequences. He must face another eight-hour sawing job, he knew the consequences. He must face another eight-hour sawing job, he knew the consequences.

Whithrith poured himself a cup of coffee, sat down at his desk, and took up the telephone. The phone rang. "Hello, Mr. Whitworth?" asked the voice on the other end. "Yes, who is this?" asked Mr. Whitworth. "This is Mr. Johnson, your employer. The sawmill is closing down, and you are no longer employed."

Whitworth hung up his telephone and sat down at his desk. He had no idea what to do. He had been working at the sawmill for 20 years, and now he was unemployed.

Few people in the world can afford more than two meals a day. Those of us who are lucky enough to enjoy a midday feast should think Heaven that we are among those few.

Whithrith returned from a tough morning schedule, ravenously hungry and in need of a hearty breakfast. As he sat down at the table, he noticed a strange smell. "Dinner has started promptly at 6:30," said Dr. Lert. "The orchestra was led by the composer, who took the baton for the performance of Richard Strauss’ Tone Poems of the Apollonides. This was, on the whole, quite good. There were several spots of weakkneck intonation on the part of Miss Griffin, and Miss Rapport told from time to time at times. (And also, apart from any attributes hinted at by the audience, the way which characterizes tentatively amateur examples of Tiche and Vivaldi. One point was, however, in my opinion disastrous, however, was an overabundant

Skilled Help Wanted
Part Time
1 Dept. 1 Lab Assistant 1 Bookkeeper 1 Salesperson
See Tom Harvey, East Bridge

The CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
New Location: South End of T-4
All Haircuts $1.50
Two Barbers to Serve You

Looking for a barber in your area? Check out the CAMPUS BARBER SHOP! They offer all haircuts for just $1.50.
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**Big Bruin Soccer Men Crush Beaver Squad**

The Caltech soccer team, although favored, was taken by surprise by the giant Bruin machine last Saturday. Through-out the game, neither team dominated midfield play or ball control; nevertheless, the UCLA fast-break offense scored four goals in the first half while the Tech front line was held scoreless by the UCLA fullbacks, who broke up Tech attacks with long-clearing kicks.

During the second half, Tech played like a different team, largely because of an invigorated and slightly revived defense. Tom Latzom and Wes Shanks, playing their first games as fullbacks showed marked improvement as did George Seissel and center half and Don Wyberg as goalies. Joel Young Wyberg was guarded, man-to-man, UCLA’s star left wing. The result was that although UCLA did score on two more quick breaks, they were not able to mount a single sustained attack during the second half. Meanwhile Tech’s offense began pressing a little more, Kay Sugahara capped one attack with a 10-yard goal, and when another one was stopped by a fullback’s header, Gary Os- terberg promptly kicked in the penalty shot.

All in all, the Tech soccer team and their coach, Lee An- drews, were not overly impressed with the UCLA team, which scored 16 goals against Santa-Mona, and look forward to catching them in the return match. This Saturday morning the team plays its first home match against Redlands.

**Hoop Squad Looks Sharp For Season**

The latest version of Beaver basketball hit the court for the first time this week as official practice began. Under new coach Ed Prejean, the basketball squad showed promise of improving on its fourth-place finish in last year’s SCIAC race. Although hard hit by graduation (five of the nine lettermen have depart- ed), the four open spaces will more than make up for their returnees, plus the nucleus of last year’s team, which should make for a fine team.

Heading the list of returning lettermen is Captain Bill Riga, who started at guard most of last year. Riga has a fine outside shot, and is a better-than-average ball hurdler. Larry Brown, the only other returning senior letterman, started several games last year, both at guard and forward. Brownie has a good jump shot, and is very good on defense.

Junior Dean Gerber and Roger Noll finish the list of lettermen. Gerber is a great hustler, and can play any position on the court. Noll started at forward last year, but when he was 6 ft. 5 in. he’ll probably move to center this year.

Sophomore Tom Hopp and Pete Fischer, both forwards, look like good bets to do well this year, as do juniors John Arndt at guard, Jim Scull at center, and Gerry Clough at guard. During his true year, Clough filled in at forward, but this year will probably be confined to a wing position.

(Continued on page 6)

**Interhouse**

Rickets Leads Softball Derby

Fleming, Dabney Can Still Tie

In one of the most novel fin- ishes in Interhouse records, Fleming, Dabney and Rickets avowed destined to finish in a three-way tie for first place in Interhouse softball. With but two games left on the schedule, the standings were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rickets</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleming</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dabney</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddock</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacker</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since a tie is the same as a half game won and a half game lost, Rickets’ record is the same as a 4-1-1 record, which would be the record of Dabney and Fleming should they win their last game.

The next sport on the Inter- house schedule is volleyball. Practice starts next week, with the first game scheduled for a week from next Monday.

Discomulous action starts this week, with the first challenge match, between Page and defending champions Dabney, be- gunning for this afternoon. The match is a football game.

**COP Sneaks By Tech Polomen**

11-10; Webmen Face CMC

The Caltech varsity water polo team, sparked to victory by Bob Ruby, Roger Bland, Fred Haeve- weten, and Bruce Chesbro, romped to a 14-2 victory last Tuesday in a match against San Fernando Valley State College.

The visiting team had never made a match for the Caltech hosts, picking up their lone two goals late in the fourth quarter with the assistance of the Caltech goalies.

Last Friday, in the most thrilling contest to date, the Webmen dropped a decision to College of Pacific, 11-10, in two overtime periods.

The visiting team jumped off to a quick 4-1 lead in the first quarter, but the Techmen were able to pull the game together and regain control. Tech forged ahead by one point, 5-4, late in the second quarter, but COP tied the game, 8-8, at the end of the regulation four quar- ters. COP picked up 2 goals in the first overtime and one in the second, while Caltech was held to two goals in the second overtime period.

Tomorrow, the Webmen open their league season against Claremont-Harvey Mudd at 4:00 p.m. at Claremont.
BOD Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)

have Zaidens and Pritchard in- vestigate this matter.

Pritchard: It isn't sensible or
practical to call a meeting of
the board.

Kennedy: I think you must make an arbitrary decision be-
tween these, Bill (referring to rules vs. presidents report and leadership camp report). I guess we all know which group ought to be serviced.

The second controversy raged over a question of semantics. The presidents represented claim that the phraseology of the peti-
tion made it mandatory that the Board call a student body elec-
tion. The Board countered that the words "... urge the board of Directors to consider..." certainly do not constitute any compulsion. The matter was set-
tied for the evening by post-
poning further discussion until

Music Series
(Continued from page 5)
tion of his instrument. Two small pieces for bassoon ensem-
ble were played, a polka for bass-
soon trio and a light Prokofiev
quartet.

Mr. Oster then ended the con-
cert with the Schubert tone poem. The performance seemed quite
vital, hampered only by slight
inhabilities on the parts of mem-
bers of the orchestra. Also, at sev-
eral places throughout this selec-
tion, as at a few times scat-
tered through the concert, the brass section was overbearing to the point of covering the wood-
wind. Overall, however, the con-
ducting was dynamic and the following able.

Some words must be added here concerning the audience. As noted before, it consisted mostly of children who, with a

Basketball
(Continued from page 5)

averaged nearly 20 points a
game, and should he return to
form this season, he will be a
great asset.

The first game for the team
was the first ever held in De-

Basketball
(Continued from page 5)

Kubrin: It's clear that this was sup-
ported by the students.

Kubrin: You BOD members don't have any rapport with the
students.

Pritchard: I think that was a
trick to phụuntracting stu-
dents sign the petition.

Kubrin: You think you are just
trying to give us the run-around,
but it won't work. (Then he quotes from the ASCIT By-

Law):"Article XI

RECALL"

Sec. 1. Upon presentation to the BOD of a petition for the re-
call of any elective officer, bear-
ing the signatures of 25 per cent of the members of the corpora-
tion and containing a specific
statement of the grounds for re-
moval, the President shall call a
special election of the corpora-
tion within 15 days after the pe-
tition is submitted for the pur-
pose of voting thereon. The pe-
tition must be signed not more
than 15 days before it is sub-
mitted to the BOD.

Sec. 2. A two-thirds majority of all votes cast shall constitute a
recall.

Sagehens Romp Over Tech
In Friday's Rose Bowl Tilt

BY PETE METCALF

Caltech was maulled, 34-6, by
the Pomona Sagehens in an
SCIAC football game held at the
Rose Bowl on Friday. The un-
disgraced Beavers were no
threat for the Sagehens who
won in every period.

Pomona took the opening kick-
off and marched to the Caltech
12-yard line, where a timely pass
Interception by Dave Barker
stuned their drive.

Later in the first period, a Po-
mona interception set up another
scoring opportunity, but the
Sagehens fumbled on the Cal-
tech two-yard line.

Caltech was unable to stave
off disaster any longer, and the
next time that Pomona got the
ball, Bob Sweeney ran 28 yards for
the score.

Late in the second period, Lee-
roy Sweeney of Pomona went
21 yards for another score, but
Joe Borklage blocked the try for
the extra point.

With only three minutes left
in the half, Caltech made its first punted game with a fine run of 43 yards by Frank
Marshall, but the Beavers were
unable to move the ball further.

An interception and a fumble
set up two more Pomona scores
in the third quarter.

Another Beaver fumble in the
fourth period set up the last Sagehen touchdown.

Saturday, Caltech will face Cal
Western at Tournament Park.

"I ENGINEERED MICROWAVE TOWER LOCATIONS ON MY FIRST ASSIGNMENT"

When Bill Pigott knocked on the door of Pacific Telephone, he had two big assets. One was an electrical engineering degree from Seattle University. The other was a craving to jump right into vital engineering problems.

It was not long before Bill was exploring Washington's rugged Cascade Range in a heli-
copter to find sites for microwave relay towers
—part of a multimillion dollar telephone con-
struction job. Today, it's considerable satisfac-
tion to him to see those towers spanning the
mountains, knowing that his planning helped put them there.

"Our number one aim is to have all man-
agement jobs the most vital, intelli-
gent, productive, imaginative man we can possibly find."

FREDERICK R. KAPPEL, President
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
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